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ONLINE LEARNING PORTAL

Within the project we have been developed an online
learning portal as a one-stop-shop providing instant access

to the full suite of webquest resources developed. 

The E-Learning framework follows a modular structure and

allows for the flexibility of combining the available modules

as well as the cost-efficient creation of new ones, should the

need for a special purpose build extension arise.  

For further information and access to this tailored

in-service training programme for adult educators via the

Game of Phones project, please visit: 

https://gameofphonesproject.eu/elearning/

IN HIGHLIGHT

1 - Online

Learning Portal

2 - Pilot sessions

https://gameofphonesproject.eu/elearning/


CARDET from CYPRUS completed

the pilot workshop recently with

adult educators with many positive

comments. Take the chance to test

the WebQuest resources too for

your classes! Adult educator: "The
digital platform is very easy, I
would definitely recommend it to
others”

FONDO FORMACIÓN EUSKADI

from SPAIN reports that the

participants in the pilot, consider

this very attractive methodology

for teaching NEETs and a very easy

way to motivate them to follow the

learning activities and make the

learning more challenging trough

webquests activities.

PILOT SESSIONS

All partner countries (Ireland, Portugal, Spain, Cyprus, and

Croatia) have hosted the pilot session where the participants

were informed about the project purpose and objectives, the

usefulness of WebQuests as a learning method, and the

compendium of WebQuest resources created by the

consortium under the IO1. 

Additionally the participants explored the usefulness of the

Webquests, test the learning resources and give feedback.

Stephanie Kirwan, from Meath partnership, highlights that

“Problem Based Learning is a critical component of
education. The participants were excited to explore the
resources created further and use them in their practice”.
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